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ESCP Europe doctoral programmes will welcome 30 new PhD students for the coming year: 9 in Berlin and 21 in Paris. In addition, 3 PhD students will join the CFVG-ESCP Europe PhD programme under the supervision of ESCP Europe faculty members. The intake in Paris is especially large, as compared to previous years. For one part, this is a result of the dedicated financial support of the ESCP Europe Foundation. For another part, a number of Chairs have now secured the support of companies (again, through the ESCP Europe Foundation) for research projects involving doctoral students. In addition, several companies directly contribute to doctoral research through the specific type of work contract called CIFRE. Though it might be a prolific period and we certainly should take this for granted for the future, this means that our doctoral research projects are not isolated, purely academic projects: they are grounded in real-world issues and preoccupations.

Other features of the 2017 intake include a relatively high proportion are that (about a third) of the students who come from ‘foreign’ countries (that is, neither France nor Germany), and an optimal gender balance between male and female. The London faculty is also more and more involved in the supervision of students, with Prof. Claudia Jonczyk joining the team.

Just like last year, 13 students completed their research, and 7 more should be granted the “Docteur/e” or “Doktor/in” title before the end of 2017. Congratulations to all of them!

Our PhD doctoral students also deserve to be praised for the numerous publications they produced: 30 peer-reviewed journal articles, 9 books or book chapters, and 91 conference papers. To continue on this quantitative assessment of their hard work, they gave more than 2000 hours of teaching in Paris and Berlin, and greatly contributed to departments, chairs, research centers with more than 750 days of assistantship in Paris.

Both programmes continue to collaborate intensely. For instance, the Publication Seminar has again merged both groups, so that the doctoral students could extend their network, share experiences, and benefit from multiple views on management research. This tradition will be continued in 2018.

All these accomplishments are the outcomes of the continuous support of, not only the Faculty, but ESCP Europe at large; and, as mentioned, the financial support of the ESCP Europe Foundation.

Hervé Laroche  
**Director of the Paris Doctoral Programme**
Paris Campus New Students

Marketing

Aude CASTEL (Prof. Frédéric JALLAT)

Anne-Sophie CLEMENT (Prof. Olivier BADOT)
Chair E. Leclerc “Prospective du commerce dans la société 4.0 (CIFRE)

Truong Son NGUYEN (Prof. Nathalie PRIME)
(CFVG)

Yann RUBI (Prof. Paul LAPOULE)

Giovanni VISENTIN (Profs. Sandrine MACE & Fabrizio ZERBINI)
(Bourse ESCP Europe)

Marie-Haruka YABUKI (Prof. Sandrine MACE)
Chair Internet of Things (Bourse ESCP Europe)
Strategy, Organizational Behavior and Human Resources

Jérémy ALLEN-BRUSTON (Prof. Jean-Philippe BOUILLLOUD) (Bourse ESCP Europe)

Bennis CHAIMAE (Profs. Géraldine GALINDO & Hervé LAROCHE) Chair Usine du Futur (Bourse ESCP Europe)

Lara BERTOLA (Prof. Claudia JONCZYK) (Bourse ESCP Europe)

Juliette FRONTY (Profs. Marie KOUTSOVOULOU & Patrice LAROCHE) Chair Dialogue Social (Bourse ESCP Europe)

Roshdy LAIRI (Prof. Gilles ARNAUD)

Emilie POLI (Prof. Gilles ARNAUD)

Sophie RAUCH (Prof. Hervé LAROCHE) (Bourse ESCP Europe)

Alexandre TISSOT (Prof. Frank BOURNOIS)

Financial Reporting and Audit

Minh Duc PHUNG (Prof. Léon LAULUSA) (CFVG)
Finance

Dejan GLAVAS (Prof. Franck BANCEL)
Chair BNP Paribas CIB (Bourse ESCP Europe)

Chang GONG (Profs. Alberta di GIULI & Lei ZHAO)
(Bourse ESCP Europe)

Thi Tuyet Nhung NGUYEN (Prof. Christophe MOUSSU)
(CFVG)

Information & Operations Management

Huihui CHI (Prof. Wei ZHOU)
(Bourse ESCP Europe)

Maxime MASSEY (Prof. Sylvain BUREAU)
(CIFRE)

Rose ESMANDER (Prof. Wei ZHOU)
(CIFRE)

Economics, Law and Social Sciences

Sophie GOURREVITCH (Prof. Ghislain DESLANDES)
(Bourse ESCP Europe)

Management Control

Elise BERLINSKI (Prof. Philippe ZARLOWSKI)
(Bourse ESCP Europe)

Marianne STRAUCH (Prof. Claire DAMBRIN)
(Bourse ESCP Europe)
Berlin Campus New Students

Marketing

Andreas AIGNER (Prof. Dr. Robert Wilken/ Prof. Dr. Sylvie GEISENDORF)

Christian GÜNTHER (Prof. Dr. Frank JACOB)

Environment and Economics

Daniel JOHNSON (Prof. Dr. Sylvie GEISENDORF)

Paul WOLF (Prof. Dr. Sylvie GEISENDORF)

International Management and Strategic Management

Simon MITTERREITER (Prof. Dr. Stefan SCHMID)
Human Resource Management & Intercultural Leadership

Jusso TIIHONEN (Prof. Dr. Marion FESTING)

Business Information Systems

Kristin ULRICH (Prof. Dr. Markus BICK)

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Lisa STEIGERTHAL (Dr. René MAUER)

Organisation and Human Resource Management

Yorck HESSELBARTH (Prof. Dr. Kerstin ALFES)
Defenses

Alexandre Garel, 23 September 2016 (Paris Campus)

"Effets réels de la structure de l'actionnariat : impact des investisseurs de long-terme sur les politiques et la performance des entreprises"

Supervisor: Prof. Frank Bancel, ESCP Europe,

Defense Committee:
Prof. Christophe Moussu, ESCP Europe, President of the Committee
Prof. François Demien, HEC Paris (Referee)
Prof. Edith Ginglinger, Université de Paris Dauphine (Referee)
Prof. Dušan Isakov, Université de Fribourg
Prof. Philippe Raimbourg, Université Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne

Martin Christian Bierey, 11 October, 2016 (Berlin Campus)

„Interdependencies within the financial information environment: Three essays on firms’ earnings management activities and their consequences”

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Stefan Schmidt, ESCP Europe Berlin

Defense Committee:
Prof. Dr. Sylvie Geisendorf, President of the Committee
Prof. Dr. Martin Schmidt, ESCP Europe Berlin
Prof. Dr. Joachim Gassen, Humboldt University Berlin
François-René Lherm, 19 October 2016 (Paris Campus)

"Reassembling Audit around the jurisdiction of comfort. How to design and conduct performative experiments"

Supervisor: Prof. Philippe Zarowski, ESCP Europe

Defense Committee:
- Prof. Kari Lukka, Turku School of Economics, President of the Committee
- Prof. Philippe Lorino, ESSEC Business School (Referee)
- Prof. Andrea Mennicken, London School of Economics (Referee)
- Prof. Philippe Dessertine, IAE de Paris, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne

Violette Bouveret, 14 November 2016 (Paris Campus)

"Dynamique de transmission de l’information marketing sur les marchés financiers : Etude des décalages entre la pertinence objective d’une information marketing et sa pertinence perçue par les analystes financiers"

Supervisor: Prof. Sandrine Macé

Defense Committee:
- Prof. Pascal Dumontier, IAE Grenoble, President of the Committee
- Prof. Philippe Aurier, IAE Montpellier (Referee)
- Prof. Bernard Pras, Université Paris-Dauphine (Referee)
- Prof. Sophie Changeur, Université de Picardie Jule Vernes
- Prof. Jean-Paul Laurent, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne

Laurent Salé, 24 November 2016 (Paris Campus)

"Liquidity in the Banking Sector"

Supervisor: Prof. Franck Bancel, ESCP Europe

Defense Committee:
- Prof. Jean Paul Laurent, Université Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne, President of the Committee
- Prof. Hervé Alexandre, Université de Paris IX Dauphine (Referee)
- Prof. Alexis Collomb, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (Referee)
- M. Laurent Quignion, BNP Paribas.
Nora Meziani, 29 November 2016 (Paris Campus)

"L’intuition comme mise à l’épreuve de la construction de sens. Le cas de la réalisation cinématographique"

Supervisor: Prof. Hervé Laroche

Defense Committee:
Prof. Patrick Gilbert, IAE Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, President of the Committee
Prof. Florence Allard-Poesi, Université Paris-Est Créteil (Referee)
Prof. Ann Langley, HEC Montréal (Referee)
Prof. Laure Cabantous, Cass Business School, City University
Prof. Yvonne Giordano, Université de Nice Sophia-Antipolis

Miona Milosevic, 16 December 2016 (Paris Campus)

"Three essays on the performance determinants of venture capital industry: Public policy lessons from the French case"

Supervisor: Prof. Jacqueline Fendt, ESCP Europe

Defense Committee
Prof. Sébastien Point, EM Strasbourg, President of the Committee (and Referee)
Prof. Denise Potosky, Pennsylvania State University (Referee)
Prof. Cédric Dupont, Institut de hautes études internationales et du développement, Genève
Prof. Jean-François Sattin, Université Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne

Maximilian Blum, 12 January, 2017 (Berlin Campus)

„Der Planungs- und Entscheidungsprozess der wertorientierten Steuerung aus verhaltenswissenschaftlicher Sicht”

Supervisor:
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Pape, ESCP Europe Berlin

Defense Committee:
Prof. Dr. Rolf Brühl, President of the Committee
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Pape, ESCP Europe Berlin
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Hirsch, University of the Federal Armed Forces Munich
Mathilde Lebrun, 31 January 2017 (Université Paris 2, Panthéon-Assas)

"L'influence des crises, événements et accidents de vie sur l'achat et la consommation : une approche ethnomarketing à l'échelle familiale"

 Supervisors:
 Prof. Olivier Badot, ESCP Europe
 Prof. Patrick Hetzel, Université Panthéon-Assas Paris 2 (LARGEPA)

Defense Committee:
 Prof. Nathalie Guibert, Université Panthéon-Assas Paris II (LARGEPA), President of the Committee
 Prof. Dominique Desjeux, Université Paris Descartes, La Sorbonne (Referee)
 Prof. Jean-François Lemoine, Université Panthéon-Sorbonne Paris I (Referee)
 Dr. Laure Sugier, Université d’Orléans (VALLOREM) et IUT de l’Indre

Phuong Nguyen, 29 May 2017 (Paris Campus)

“Immersing the Lay Self into Medication Reasoning A Theory of Parental Health Behavior in the Context of Asian Developing Countries”

Supervisor: Prof. Jacqueline Fendt, ESCP Europe

Defense Committee :
 Prof. Jean-Pierre Helfer, Professeur, IAE de Paris, France, President of the Committee
 Prof. Sébastien Point, EM Strasbourg, France (Referee)
 Prof. Lan Huong Thi Bui, Centre Franco – Vietnamién de formation à la Gestion, Vietnam (Referee)
 Prof. Nada Endrissat, Bern University of Applied Sciences, Switzerland, & University of California - Irvine, CA, U.S.A

Karina Isaak, 19 June, 2017 (Berlin Campus)

„The Influence of Psychological Distance on Consumers’ Willingness to Pay Further away = higher willingness to pay?“

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Robert Wilken, ESCP Europe Berlin

Defense Committee:
 Prof. Dr. Frank Jacob, President of the Committee
 Prof. Dr. Robert Wilken, ESCP Europe Berlin
 Prof. Dr. Florian Dost, Europa Universität Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder)
Jan Torben Petri, 29 June, 2017 (Berlin Campus)

“Understanding of the Role of the Customer in the Solution Business”

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Frank Jacob, ESCP Europe Berlin

Defense Committee:
Prof. Dr. Martin Schmidt, President of the Committee
Prof. Dr. Frank Jacob, ESCP Europe Berlin
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Michael Kleinaltenkamp, Freie Universität Berlin

Lars Dzedek, 10 July, 2017 (Berlin Campus)

„Role-Specific Subsidiary Initiative-Taking in Multinational Corporations
A Contingent and Dynamic Resource-Based Perspective”

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Stefan Schmid, ESCP Europe Berlin

Defense Committee:
Prof. Dr. René Mauer, President of the Committee
Prof. Dr. Stefan Schmid, ESCP Europe Berlin
Prof. Mark Lehrer, PhD, Suffolk University Boston

Soon:

Annalisa Fraccaro
Defense scheduled on September 22 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisor: Prof. Sandrine Macé

Thomas Sorreda
Defense scheduled on October 23 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisor: Prof. Jean-Philippe Bouilloud

Stéphane Deschaintre
Defense scheduled on October 30 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisor: Prof. Olivier Saulpice

Richard Markoff
Defense scheduled on November 13 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisors: Prof. Valentina Carbone & Philippe Zarłowski

Cylien-Gilles Gibert
Defense scheduled on November 17 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisor: Prof. Hervé Laroche

Bruno Cazenave
Defense scheduled on November 20 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisors: Profs. Olivier Saulpic & Jérémy Moralès

Catherine Desjacques
Defense scheduled on November 22 at ESCP Europe Paris
Supervisor: Prof. Sandrine Macé
They have a Job

- **Alexandre Garel**: Assistant Professor, Auckland University, New Zealand
- **François-René Lherm**: Assistant Professor, ICN Business School, Nancy
- **Miona Milosevic**: Assistant Professor, IESEG School of Management, Paris La Défense
- **Cylien-Gilles Gibert**: Post-doctoral Researcher, HEC Paris
- **Bruno Cazenave**: Assistant Professor, ISG, Paris
- **Annalisa Fraccaro**: Consultant, Accenture
- **Arthur Petit-Romec**: Assistant Professor, SKEMA Business School, Paris La Défense
- **Emmanuelle Garbe**: Enseignant-Chechez, ISTEC, Paris
- **Thomas Sorreda**: Assistant Professor, EM Normandie.
- **Anissa Pomiès**: previously post-doc at the Concordia University, Montreal, is now Assistant Professor at EMLyon

We also welcome **Anna Glaser**, Ph.D. ESCP Europe (December 2014), Associate Professor at Novancia, who joins ESCP Europe (Strategy, Organizational Behavior and Human Resources Department) in September.
Publications in 2016-2017

Articles (30 publications)


ALFES, K., LANGNER, N. (2017): “Paradoxical leadership: Understanding and managing conflicting tensions to foster volunteer engagement”. Organizational Dynamics. 46(2), 96-103


**Books (1 Publication)**


**Book Chapters (8 Publications)**


**Academic Conferences 2016-2017 (91 papers)**


**BIERL, P.** (2017), “Bridging the transgenerational gap” – grasping transgenerational entrepreneurship and value creation in entrepreneurial families, 37th Babson College Entrepreneurship Research Conference (BCERC), Oklahoma (USA), June 7-10.


FLAMME, K., LÉON, X. (2017), « Organizational ideal and nemesis: Exploring the des-identification phenomenom », 33rd EGOS Colloquium, 6-8 July, Copenhagen, Denmark.


GIBERT C., (2017), The revolving credit of legitimacy: Maintaining provisional autonomy through justifying work, 33rd EGOS Colloquium, 6-8 July, Copenhagen, Denmark.


LEON X. (2017), Pouvoir et participation au travail : de l’étonnement à une logique d’enquête, AFS, RT 30 ET 16 , sociologie de la gestion et sociologie clinique, 3 July, Amiens, France.

LEON X. (2017), Réactualisation d’une dimension oubliée du management : le travail vivant au cœur des organisations. Proposition et mise à l’épreuve méthodologique, AIMS Table ronde, 7 June, Lyon.


MAGNANI, F., SIADAT, A., CAillaUD, E., GAUDICHAU, O. (2017) Sustaining Lean through Lean experts’ roles: Case study of PSA Group, 7th International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Systems Management, October 11th-13th, Saarbrücken, Germany (Accepted)

MAGNANI, F., SIADAT, A., CAillaUD, E. and GAUDICHAU, O. (2017) Sustaining Lean through Lean experts’ roles: Case study of PSA Group, 3rd international conference PROLOG, May 11th-12th, La Rochelle, France


OUAHAB A., (2017), Alternative Food Networks: A Gate to Organizational Democracy, AIMS, 7-9 Jun, Lyon, France.

OUAHAB A., (2017), The wolf at their door: How a food cooperative aims at changing market relations among its members, 33rd EGOS Colloquium, 6-8 July, Copenhagen, Denmark.


RHODE, A. K. (2016), Redefining male beauty: The cultural encoding of masculinity in South Korean cosmetics advertising, Global Marketing Conference (GMC), 21-24, July, Hong Kong, China. (received Best Paper Award)


SANGLÉ-FERRIÈRE M., VOYER B., (2017), Understanding perceptions of chat as a customer assistance channel, EMAC, 23-26 May, Groningen, Pays-Bas.


VUARIN L., (2017), How to create a terrorist? Empirical evidence for a cognitive facet of secrets and secrecy in organizations, 33rd EGOS Colloquium, 6-8 July, Copenhagen, Denmark.

VUKADIN, A., LEMOINE, J.-F., & BADOT, O., (2017), Differentiating store atmospheres with art: Applications and perspectives, 14th International Conference on Arts and Cultural Management (AIMAC 2017), 24-28 June, Beijing, China.


Doctoral Colloquia and Workshops (22 papers)


GEISENDORF, S., DÖHLER, F., Dunz, N. (2016), “Sugarscape revisited – a DOE approach to analyze the emergence of inequality”, ESSA@Work Workshop November 24-25, Hamburg, Germany.


HANKACHE A., (2017), The Transfer of HRM practices within MNCs: The hidden intentions behind actors’ closed doors, 32nd workshop on strategic human resource management (EIASM), 24-25 April, Lucerne, Switzerland.


RHODE, A. K. (2016), Customized products for everyone? The role of culture in personalized brand experience, presented at: The University of York Management School, 8, November, York, United Kingdom. (Invited Talk)


BERKOWITZ, H., SOUCHAUD, A. « Ethical challenges in the sharing economy: collectively performing ethics in the crowdfunding sector », pre-development workshop du JBE, 33rd EGOS Colloquium, 5-6 July, Copenhagen.
Other publications


LEBAN M., VOYER B., (2016), Luxury brand forums set the scene for status competition between consumers, LSE Business Review, 4 October.


Visitings

Jean-Charles Buttolo: London School of Economics (LSE), 09/01 to 31/03/2017
Department of Accounting, with Professor Mike Power
“Visiting the Department of Accounting at the London School of Economics was a great pleasure. During my stay, I found much inspiration and innovation to progress on my PhD project. The visit allowed me to develop familiarity with new faces and theoretical references as much as to think of further projects beyond my doctorate.”

Bruno Cazenave: Royal Holloway University of London - January 2017
I spent a full month visiting in Royal Holloway University of London. I had the opportunity to move forwards my main paper by presenting it twice (RHUL and Leister). Visiting has proven to be a great opportunity to meet more seniors management control colleagues and to gather feedback on both my thesis and my paper.

Carole Charbonnel: Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland, August 2017
“While spending one month in Aalto University in Helsinki, I have been immersed in a stimulating environment, and could share my research projects with PhD students and some high level marketing researchers. Many discussions with Eric Arnould enabled me to improve my understanding of writing articles based on qualitative data, and prompted me to go even deeper in questioning the theoretical underpinnings of my research topic, co-creation.”

Cylien Gibert: Copenhagen Business School, April / May 2017.
“Visiting the Department of Organization at the Copenhagen Business School was a formative and entertaining experience that complemented my doctoral training. The stay allowed me to get closer to top academics in my field, to exchange with new research communities, and to gain new perspectives on current academic debates related to my thesis.”

Henry Gonzalez:
Oxford University’s Saïd Business School (UK)
• Visiting Faculty providing tutorials and leadership mentoring to students across the University, particularly in the MBA program, interested in emerging markets finance and social entrepreneurship
• Contribute strategically with the Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship in initiatives with regards to impact investing.

Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy (US)
• Industry Expert on Impact Investing for the Latin American Initiative

Leslie Scattolin: Bournemouth University (UK), June 2017
“Thanks to the CEFAG scholarship, I was able to make a one-month research visit at Bournemouth University (UK). I worked with Prof. Janice Denegri-Knott, a worldwide leading researcher in my area. It definitively gave a boost to my PhD! I discovered new perspectives on making research and on thinking the job of researcher: it was really enriching. I was included in the department’s scientific life and joined the main events. I already have plans to go back and develop further collaboration. This visiting was a fantastic opportunity and a major step in building my career. I would do it again any time!”
Scientific Awards

The ACR Film Festival People’s Choice Award is presented to Karina Isaak, Elena Dinkevych and Robert Wilken for the film “Further away = higher willingness to pay?” at the 2016 Association for Consumer Research Conference.

CEFAG Programme 2017

Congratulations to Pénélope Van den Bussche who was admitted.

Pénélope is working under the supervision of Prof. Claire Dambrin

Highlight

Talent Spring: a stimulating project for ESCP Europe PhD students

ESCP Europe PhD students are actively involved in Talent Spring, a new admissions procedure for the Master’s program created in 2016. It is an innovative and demanding admissions procedure that focuses on important non-academic skills for public and private organizations. Eligible candidates either come from a social background or had medical issues that hindered their ability to pursue studies in a top university. During the first stage, a candidate’s academic qualifications are assessed based on their academic record. Selected candidates are then invited to participate in a 3-day selection trial based around the assessment centers method. The trial, which requires high individual participation, evaluates the behavior of candidates in real situations using a rich competency framework. A team of observers compares their observations on a candidate’s competencies to ensure fair selection. Several doctoral students contribute to the test design and more importantly the teamwork that makes the whole process so successful. The candidates report afterwards that the selection process leaves them with "exceptional", "rewarding" and "very emotional" memories and describe the experience as "amazing!"

Participants in 2017:
**Events**

**Joint Seminar Paris-Berlin**

The traditional joint inter-campus Publication Seminar that concludes the 1st year of the doctoral programme took place in Paris (Montparnasse campus), on June 26 and 27, 2017. A total of 23 doctoral students from Berlin and Paris learned how to craft manuscripts for submission to scientific, peer-reviewed journals, and how to respond to reviewers during the publication process. Four professors – Kerstin Alfes, Houdou Basse Mama, Markus Bick, and Robert Wilken – used their own published research articles to illustrate their experience, so that the doctoral students received first-hand information ready for application to their own research projects. The event was topped off by a casual networking session in a typical Paris bar.

---

**New Research Habilitations (HDR)**

**Prof. Claudia Jonczyk**, Strategy, Organizational Behavior and Human Resources Department, London Campus  
HDR Defended on March 29, 2017  
*“Contribution On The Role Of Networks And Agency For Career Development”*  
Université de Lorraine/Nancy, under the supervision of Prof. Patrice Laroche.

**Prof. Wei Zhou**, Information & Operations Management Department, Paris Campus  
HDR Defended on January 21, 2016  
*“Granularized informatics in Business Society”*  
Université d’Evry Val Essonne

**Prof. Corinne Hahn**, Information & Operations Management Department, Paris Campus  
HDR Defended on May 11, 2016  
*“Penser la question didactique pour l’alternance dans l’enseignement supérieur: dispositifs frontière, statistique et management”*  
Université Lumière de Lyon 2.

---

Soon:  
**Sylvain Bureau**: October 2nd, 2017
**How to Apply**

If you wish to join our Doctoral Programme, you can apply online from March to May for the following September intake. All information about applications are on our website.

Paris: [click here](#)

Berlin: [click here](#)

---

**2017-2018 Paris Agenda**

*Welcome Ceremony of the Ecole Doctorale de Management Panthéon-Sorbonne:*

November 30th 2017

*Paris Ph.D. Courses:*

Courses will take place on the following dates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>October 2 to 6, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>October 16 to 20, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>November 6 to 10, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>November 27 to December 1st, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>December 11 to 15, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>January 8 to 12, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>February 5 to 9, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>March 5 to 9, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>April 9 to 13, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>May 14 to 18, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**2017-2018 Berlin Agenda**

- September 20, 2017 – Semester Opening
- September 21, 2017 – 1st Research Colloquium
- December 4, 2017 – 2nd Research Colloquium
- December 4-8, 2017 – Module Week
- February 5-9, 2018 – Module Week
- February 7, 2018 – 3rd Research Colloquium
- May 2018 – Module Week & 4th Research Colloquium
- June 11-13, 2018 – Publication Workshop